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Sophomore back Scott Jackson throws in the ball during BG's 2-0 
victory over Colgate in Saturday's NCAA play-in game. 
□ The BG men's soccer team uses Colgate to 
brush up for its third consecutive NCAA tour- 
nament. 
ByJIMTOCCO 
The BC News  
For two hours before the game, grounds crews cleared the 
snow that didn't belong there. For 90 minutes during the game, 
BG showed that Colgate didn't belong there either. 
The Falcons plowed through the Red Raiders and shoveled 
their way off to a third consecutive NCAA tournament. 
BG won 2-0, a score probably deflated by the 35-degree ga- 
metime temperature and the snow which fell throughout the en- 
tire game. 
"It's just a great feeling," said Mel Mahler, who also coached 
his team to a play-in victory over Davidson in 1995. "Someone 
asked me earlier if this was the best team (I've coached here) 
and I would just say that this team has the most heart. They've 
just been able to fight adversity - and fight the weather today - 
and just stay mentally focused." 
Twenty-four minutes into the game, Brett Strang focused in 
on the goal from 20 yards out. In an attempt to clear the ball, 
Colgate's defense put it right on Strang's right foot. He mashed 
into the left side of the goal past a diving Jeff Lipman for his 
fifth goal of the season. More importantly, though, it was the 
game-winning goal. 
"I guess I just got lucky," he said. "It was a good bounce and 
since it's slippery I decided to hit it because for the goalie it's 
real hard to get your footing out here." 
"This is one of the best games Brett has played," Mahler said. 
"He's a good mudder. In weather like this, he plays well." 
Junior forward Darren Niles added another goal late in the 
second half when he blocked Lipman's clearing effort, and 
offensive partner Zac Olson picked it up. Olson passed back to 
Niles, who buried it in the right side of the net. 
BG outshot Colgate 26-10, keeping the pressure on most of the 
game. BG launched 11 shots on goal to Colgate's three. 
"We had a couple opportunities, but nothing great," said Col- 
gate coach Mike Doherty. "We just couldn't get behind them. 
They just did a good job defensively and we didn't do a good job 
offensively." 
Both coaches felt that the weather conditions worked to BG's 
advantage. 
"I don't mind playing in this," Mahler said. "We're going to 
keep the ball on the ground and knock it around. You can in this 
stuff. They're more direct, and the ball's going to hit (the 
ground) and just fly." 
• See NCAA, page five. 
U.N. sanctions get 
various reactions 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Despite the 
outward opposition of Arab coun- 
tries to a military strike against 
Iraq, the White House is confi- 
dent the Arabs won't stand in the 
way of any U.S. action, President 
Clinton's top security adviser 
said Sunday. 
Sandy Berger said that in any 
case, the United States is ready 
to go it alone if necessary. 
The Arab nations. National Se- 
curity Adviser Berger said on 
NBC's "Meet the Press," under- 
stand the threat posed by Iraqi 
President Saddam Hussein. "In 
the end of the day, they are not 
going to impede our ability to do 
what's necessary," Berger said. 
The administration cam- 
paigned hard among allies over 
the weekend for support of 
strong sanctions, and possibly 
military retaliation, against Iraq 
for expelling American members 
of the U.N. weapons inspection 
team. 
President Clinton on Saturday 
spoke to Russia's Boris Yeltsin, 
France's Jacques Chirac and 
Britain's Tony Blair, urging a 
united voice in confronting Iraq. 
Secretary of State Madeleine Al- 
bright has been making the same 
pitch in a tour of Persian Gulf 
states and with the Russian for- 
eign minister, Yevgeny Prima- 
kov. 
While support has been solid 
for stronger U.N. sanctions 
against the Baghdad govern- 
ment, France, Russia and the 
Arabs have resisted the idea of 
militarily punishing Saddam for 
his latest challenge to U.N. 
resolutions approved after the 
1991 Gulf War. 
Foreign Minister Sabah al- 
Ahmed al-Sabah of Kuwait, 
which Saddam occupied to spark 
the war, said Sunday his country 
does not support military action. 
The Kuwaiti cabinet issued a 
statement urging a diplomatic so- 
lution "so that the area could be 
spared the dangers of tension 
and instability, and the Iraqi 
people would not be subjected to 
more misery and suffering." 
But on CBS' "Face the Nation," 
Bill Richardson, the U.S. ambas- 
sador to the United Nations, 
stressed that he was getting a 
different message from Kuwait's 
defense minister and that Al- 
bright was successfully building 
support in the region for U.S. pol- 
icy. 
"We have no doubt that at the 
end of the day they will be sup- 
porting whatever action we 
take," Albright's spokesman, 
James P. Rubin, added on ABC's 
"This Week." 
Defense Secretary William 
Cohen, also on ABC, said Kuwait 
and Saudi Arabia might not face 
an immediate Iraqi invasion, but 
they fully understand the danger 
to their populations by Iraq's 
chemical and biological weapons 
programs. 
"We intend to intensify that 
apprehension on their part" by 
making clear that Saddam has 
the capability to unleash dev- 
astating weapons of mass de- 
struction if the U.N. inspectors 
are kept out of the country, he 
said. 
The administration officials 
stressed that in the near term the 
emphasis will be on working out 
a diplomatic solution. "Failing 
that, we obviously would prefer 
if we had to work multilaterally," 
Berger said. But he added that if 
the allies don't join a military ac- 
tion, "the president has made 
very clear that he has ruled out 
no option." 
In the event of a military at- 
• See IRAQ, page four. 
Students 
want their 
financial 
aid earlier 
□ Students petition to 
move the financial aid 
distribution date for- 
ward. 
By MELISSA NAYMIK 
The BG News  
Student loans, grants and 
scholarships are the three main 
sources of financial aid money 
University students receive to 
help them pay for their educa- 
tion. 
So, one of the main concerns 
for students is when they will 
receive their financial aid. Cur- 
rently, a University student 
receives his or her money 14 
days after attending classes. 
For some students this can 
create a problem. And a couple 
student organizations on campus 
have decided to take action to 
change It. 
According to Chris Bradley, 
graduate assistant in sociology, 
he sees it as a problem because 
by the time students receive 
their money, they are already in- 
volved with classes. 
"Students should be concen- 
trating on their academics, not 
• See LOANS, page four. 
MONDAY FEATURE 
Alan Maybeny dedicates himself to community 
□ The county pros- 
ecutor for Wood County 
tries to lend a hand in 
many ways to his native 
Bowling Green commu- 
nity. 
By JAMIE BUDZICK 
The BC News  
Truth, justice and the Ameri- 
can way have become cliche 
when describing the moral fiber 
of our nation. For Alan 
Mayberry, they have become 
words to live by. 
Since 1988, Mayberry has 
served as the county prosecutor 
for Wood County. A Bowling 
Green native, Mayberry has 
tried to make the town a little 
safer for its citizens and in doing 
so, safer for his family. 
A soft spoken, yet outwardly 
friendly man, Mayberry leaves 
the Impression of being a very 
approachable person. That is if 
you are tall. Standing well above 
6 feet, with a medium build, he is 
easily recognizable. At 43 years 
of age, his dark hair and musta- 
che are beginning to show tints of 
gray, but then again, dealing with 
crime on a dally basis may be 
enough to turn anyone gray. 
The job of county prosecutor is 
not for the weak of heart. The of- 
fice is responsible for handling 
all felony criminal cases, juven- 
ile criminal and misdemeanor 
cases, as well as providing legal 
counsel for all county elected 
officials. 
All cases are given to 
Mayberry, at which time he must 
determine which are taken and 
which are dumped. The cases 
that he keeps, he can either take 
himself or assign to one of the 
seven attorneys that work for 
him. However, Mayberry refuses 
to prosecute for a client that he 
does not believe in and will not 
take a case where the evidence is 
lacking. 
"If I'm not convinced in what 
I'm arguing, I dont think I can do 
it justice," says Mayberry. 
Admittedly a lousy salesman, 
Mayberry recalled his days as a 
Boy Scout. Each year when it 
came time for their fund-raising 
candy sale, he was so bad at sell- 
ing that his mother would end up 
buying all the candy from him. 
However, because Mayberry's 
job Is so important to him, he has 
been forced to develop those 
skills. 
"I've become a good salesman 
because I have to sell my theory 
of the case to the jury, and I think 
I can do it because I believe in 
It," he says. 
• See MAYBERRY, page four. 
Prosector Alan Mayberry sits behind a pile of work in his office. Photo provided 
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Time is right for life to throw a curve ball 
It seems to me that we're all 
getting Into this funk right now. 
The weather Is getting colder, 
we're trying to make sure we 
don't slip and break our butts. 
We've got a stack of papers, 
books to read and tests to 
prepare for. And despite all of 
that, some silly people actually 
expect us to have lives all In the 
middle of this nonsense. 
Something else I've noticed on 
a personal level In the past few 
weeks Is that you really can't 
fully expect things to go the way 
you'd like. So many of us have 
these plans as to what's going to 
happen tomorrow, or next week 
or even a few years from now 
and that's good, but It seems 
that every once in a while Ufe 
throws us a beanball right 
between the eyes and knocks us 
off our feet and reminds us how 
In control we really are. 
Last weekend I went to 
Cleveland with a friend of mine 
BRIAN TAYLOR 
so she'd have 
a little 
company at 
the wedding 
of one her 
mom's co- 
workers/ 
friends. I 
figured, hey. 
when was the 
last time I 
was at a wedding? Maybe,  I 
can hang out at the Flats a bit. 
Have me a good time. 
Well. I had an InteresUng 
time. That's not to say that It 
was bad. Just that It was 
definitely Interesting. I'm 
thinking nice, quiet weekend. 
Get some studying and home- 
work done. Go to a wedding. 
Go out one of the nights 
maybe. Yeah, good stuff. 
So sometime around mid- 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Holiday trade-off will 
wrong students 
To the Editor: 
It has recently been brought 
to my attention that "with the 
concurrence of the Committee 
on Academic Affairs." the 
powers that be at the University 
have decided that "in 1998 and 
thereafter." Bowling Green will 
no longer hold class on Veter- 
ans' Day. 
This will be welcome news to 
many people, no doubt, since 
the University is one of the few 
places continuing to hold 
classes on that national holi- 
day. Although I am a senior and 
next fall will find me student 
teaching and thus unnaffected 
by the University's schedule. I 
too am glad to see that action 
has finally been taken to 
observe this holiday. 
In the same memo from Dr. 
Middleton. he also noted that to 
make up that day of classes. 
The Wednesday before Thanks- 
giving will be a class day 
through 5:30 p.m.; night 
classes will be cancelled." This 
Is not welcome news. 
From the time I first at- 
tended this university, I under- 
stood that Wednesday was to be 
given to us as a travel day. 
Thanksgiving Break is only a 
few days, and for those travel- 
ing to see friends and family In 
far-off places, that Wednesday 
travel day Is greatly needed. 
Simply cancelling night 
classes is not enough: anyone 
who has made the trip home 
right before Thanskglvtng is 
aware of traffic probelms. 
airport delays and confusion, 
and other transportation 
inconveniences. Although I 
know of few other universities 
that provide students with this 
travel day, It has been some- 
thing I have always appreciated 
and I feel that other 
universtlties would be Intelli- 
gent to consider this special 
privilege that Bowling Green 
has allowed us. 
Now I find that this privilege 
Is to be taken away, and I 
wonder what the results of this 
will be. For instance, resident 
advisors on campus are re- 
quired to stay until all residents 
of the halls have left. This time 
customarily has been 10 a.m. 
Wednesday morning. If we are 
pushing back the vacation time, 
then will this result In resident 
advisors being stuck on campus 
until Thursday morning? 
Regardless of what time the 
halls close, the RA's. who work 
as hard as anyone else (and 
even harder) and deserve their 
break too. will find themselves 
losing even more of their 
preclous holiday minutes with 
their families. 
We are all well aware that the 
last day of classes before any 
extended vacation lime is not 
well-attended. This is a phe- 
nomena that occurs semester 
after semester and the Univer - 
sity seems powerless to stop. 
Perhaps there is no way to 
curtail this, but by taking away 
one more day of Thanksgiving 
break, the University Is only 
ensuring itself very poor atten- 
dance on the day before that 
holiday. 
What Is the point of holding 
classes If no one will be there? 
You can be as Idealistic as you 
like and say that responsible 
students will attend classes and 
others will pay the conse- 
quences, but what about 
responsible students who fly 
across the country to see their 
families for the holiday? 
This folly of the University 
was done with the best Inten- 
tions. I am sure. I am aware 
that the Faculty Senate wanted 
to see that students got a well- 
deserved and much needed 
break In the middle of the 
semester. I appreciate that, but 
find It silly to have a break only 
two weeks before Thanksgiving 
anyway. 
The University is doing no 
favor to its students by provid- 
ing us with Veterans' Day but 
taking away the Wednesday 
before Thanksgiving. I urge the 
University to look over the 
schedules again: start classes 
on a Tuesday or consider other 
alternatives. The University, so 
concerned with the Disney 
method of pleasing the cus- 
tomer, is cheating its students 
and In the end, will wind up 
cheating Itself. 
Jill M. Sekula 
Senior 
Seconday English and Choral 
afternoon (when our car was 
careening down a slope, 
bouncing out of a pothole, 
swerving to one side and then 
the other as my friend gripped 
the wheel like a madwoman, 
wrenching It from side to side, 
having just propelled us in 
front of a semi and down the 
dividing grass slope between 
the exit ramp and the highway) 
I realized maybe the weekend 
wouldn't be that serene. 
The next night when some 
souped -up cake got us hyper 
enough to want to boogey a bit 
and we went down to the Flats 
and found that she'd forgotten 
her ID. I wondered what else 
could go wrong. Hint: never ask 
what else can go wrong because 
it will. 
Now I'm the first one to 
admit that my driver's license 
looks funny. Hell, I was only 16. 
was still growing my hair longer 
so I could braid it and they 
tricked me into smiling. So It's 
not like I'm waiting for It to end 
up on the cover of GQ anytime 
soon. 
But for a bouncer to look at 
It. frown and tell me to. "Get 
nun.i here" while handing it 
back to me because he thinks 
It's a fake. well, that's Just 
downright insulting. I may be 
stupid sometimes, but c'mon. 
am I really so stupid that I'd 
make a fake ID saying I was 
only 19? 
But even that little brush 
with bastardism didn't top off 
the night's festivities. Nah. I'd 
say It was when at about 2:30 
In the morning, tired from 
cutting a little rug. riding along 
down the streets of Cleveland, 
the car only 30-40 yards ahead 
of us was slammed by another 
car which was running a red 
light. 
Something about cars being 
nailed by idiots, being spun 
around 180 degrees In the 
middle of an intersection, 
seeing their front end demol- 
ished, watching as an ambu- 
lance loads up a passenger 
with possibly shattered knees 
and knowing that the red-light- 
runner made his or her "fast" 
getaway after turning around 
and driving back past the car 
s/he had hit. makes a colum- 
nist a little reflective. 
I know there's a lot of things 
I've got planned for my life, 
things I want to do and see 
and experience. I know also 
that if my friend and I had 
turned right on that red or 
turned left when we could 
have. It might have been us 
getting hit. I know the hlt-and- 
runner could have totally 
nailed us broadside Instead of 
just hitting the front end and 
spinning us around. 
Some people will tell you to 
live each day like it's your last. 
Others will tell you to always 
plan for the future. For now. 
caught In this crazy period of 
autumn, with ever-mounting 
tests and papers, with looming 
HIV results, with visions of near- 
fatal car accidents. I've decided 
this: Plan for the future, for what 
you want. Realize, though, that 
chances are that you, too. are 
going to get beaned In the 
forehead once or twice on the 
way and even that you could get 
knocked down for a ten count. 
Remember that right around 
the corner could be some idiot 
with a license and a lack of 
Intelligence or an undesirable 
test result. So basically, enjoy 
what you've got when you've got 
It. but never quit planning for 
more. 
Send comments to Brian Taylor at 
taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West 
Hall. 
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College is no magic kingdom 
When the University decided 
to bring someone associated 
with the Disney empire to 
campus to Initiate a new service 
philosophy, they should have 
expected some blood to boll. 
Besides being the favorite 
corporation of kiddles, stock 
market persons and everybody 
in between. Disney is also a 
symbolic corporation to a lot of 
folks. The Southern Baptists 
and other conservatives were 
publicly offended by Disney's 
same-sex domestic partner 
benefits. But this Is not enough 
to balance the familiar nasty 
reputation Disney has secured 
by building an empire of magic 
on the backs of third-world labor 
and other casualties. 
Ever hear that Disney pro- 
motes racial stereotypes? Or 
perhaps about how Disney's 
movies set a narrow and offen- 
sive standard of beauty? If 
Disney Isn't the single corpora- 
tion most responsible for Indoc- 
trinating kids Into tolerating the 
ugliest sides of capitalism, then I 
don't know who Is. 
Some would say this critique 
of Disney Is misplaced, and has 
nothing to do with applying Tom 
Connellan's (the Disney book 
guy) philosophy to BGSU. They 
u 
are right. 
Connellan endorses a fair and 
commendable plan for manage- 
ment and service-types to work 
together and do the best Job they 
can. God knows we could'use 
that around Bowling Green, 
which is In some ways a land of 
untapped resources. The secrets 
revealed by well-oiled profit 
machines like the Disney corpo- 
ration shouldn't be exclusive to 
the private sector. In fact, they 
might save our state university 
butts In a time when taxpayers 
Just won't tolerate waste. 
However. If the goods of 
Connellan's message were really 
disassociated from the Disney 
corporation, why was there such 
a massive propaganda campaign 
by the University that always 
mentioned Disney? Students 
couldn't even check our e-mail 
without feeling the wrath of our 
savior Tom Connellan. If events 
and speakers that students 
brought received a fraction of the 
kind of publicity Connellan got. 
we'd be quite a happening 
school. 
The crux of Connellan's 
speech was the example of the 
Magic Kingdom Itself. 
Disneyland Is an amusement 
park. Its a service based upon 
TONY CAVALLARIO 
Illusions (which by the way. 
makes it a symbol for creating 
false wants and needs: some- 
thing I Just can't always swal- 
low). Its goal Is to take people to 
another world and enrich/ 
substitute their unsatisfactory 
daily lives. 
Connellan spoke often and 
passionately about first Impres- 
sions, last Impressions and the 
struggle to get customer loyalty. 
This makes perfect sense to me 
for a company that Is selling 
something as Intangible as a 
good time. 
Well, a good college education 
Is equally hard to define. You 
Just know It when you get it. 
But, the University, by listening 
to Connellan. puts too much 
emphasis on things which don't 
affect how smart BG graduates 
are. 
Connellan's philosophy Is 
that If you make all the service 
In the meantime flawless, the 
impression of one's education Is 
better. This builds some cus- 
tomer loyalty, and a better 
reputation, and eventually a 
"premier learning community." 
He's right In a way. A new 
student-centered union, more 
parking, better food and health 
service, and no bursar troubles 
would make BG a nice place. 
But college is not about 
building good Impressions. It's 
about educating good people. If 
we are going to be treated as 
customers of this University, I 
sure hope we don't get what we 
want. Customers are always 
short sighted, eating fast food 
with disposable forks and such. 
We'd probably ask the University 
for easy A's as often as we'd ask 
for longer library hours. We 
won't get our money's worth 
unless the quality of education 
here improves with everything 
else. 
Unlike Disney World. BGSU's 
service (like a new. smiley- 
staffed Union) will bring stu- 
dents In. but it won't build 
"customer loyalty." The only 
loyalty to hope for Is from 
students to the education they 
get In the classrooms and the 
experiences they get in the 
community. His speech would 
have sat much better If someone 
would have acknowledged this. 
Tony Cavallario can be reached at 
tonycav@bgnet.bgsu.edu or at 210 West 
Hall. 
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THREE FACT: "El Nino" is predicted to bring Ohio a mild, dry winter. FICTION: The balmy weekend weather was evidence of "El Nino's" mild manners. 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day: 
Today's Question: 
"Do you think the United 
States should bomb Iraq?" 
Greg Drear 
Junior 
Accounting 
"No, because I don't 
think it seems fair." 
Sophie Simonnot 
Undergraduate guest 
Business Administration 
"No, I think there are 
other solutions." 
Clifton Rogers 
Freshman— U. of Cinn. 
Mechanical Engineering 
"Iraq is up to some- 
thing fishy. Sooner or 
later, we will have to 
take some kind of 
action." 
John McNeeo 
Sophomore 
Political Science 
"If they give us guff, 
we should just take 
care of them." 
Tony Lanasa 
Junior— U. of Dayton 
Accounting 
"I think the problem is 
Hussein. Take him out 
and the problem 
would be over. That 
way, you don't hurt 
innocent people." 
OHIO Weather 
Monday, Nov. 17 
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures 
MICH 
W VA. 
KY. | Portsmouth | 42° 
Showers T-storms Rain    Flumes    Snow       Ice       Sunny   Pt Cloudy   Cloudy 
Via Associated Press GraptucsNet 
TODAY'S 
WEATHER 
Today  
Sunny and cold. High: 44. Low: 20. 
Tuesday  
Warmer and sunny. High: 48. Low: 26. 
DAYS 
UOTE OF 
E DAY 
"Someone asked me earlier if this 
was the best team (I've coached here) 
and I would just say that this team 
has the most heart. They've been 
able to fight adversity and fight the 
weather today." 
Mel Mahler 
BGSU Soccer coach 
THUMBS UP 
■ To wool hats — they are hip, sure, but function precedes 
form when it's cold outside. 
■ To Thanksgiving break, which lurks around the corner. 
■ To fire eaters and sword swallowers — now there's a 
hobby. 
THUMBS DOWN 
■ To the University for scheduling classes on the Wednes- 
day before Thanksgiving, starting next year. That's a low 
blow. 
■ To losing your hat or mittens. It ought to be stylish to 
wear them attached with a string through your coat like 
in kindergarten. 
I To the nasty cold that is circulating. It's only a matter of 
time. 
PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we 
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day. 
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UPCOMING 
EVENTS 
Monday, 11/17/97 
Food drive collection (9 
a.m. - 3 p.m.) 
Business Administration lobby. 
NAACP ticket sales (9 a.m. 
- 5 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Fundraiser for Dance 
Marathon (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Math Science Building Foyer. 
Fundraiser will include the sale of 
"turkey grams" and promo items. 
Kappa Delta raffle ticket 
sale (10 a.m. -4 p.m.) 
Math Science Hallway. The raffle 
is for a gift certificate! 
Ticket sales for the BGSEA 
formal dance (10 a.m. -1 
p.m.) 
First floor Education Building. 
Hunger Awareness Week 
information (11 a.m. - 2 
p.m.) 
Union Foyer. Sponsored by 
Catholic Student Connection. 
"Wars of Civilizations: 
Huntington's Thesis and 
Its Implications" (3 p.m. - 5 
p.m.) 
Faculty Lounge, Union. Speaker is 
Martin Potschka of the University of 
Vienna. Austria. 
Festival series forum (7:30 
p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Hosted by Dr Paul 
Hunt. Free. 
Festival series: Trio with 
Joshua Redman, Christian 
McBride and Brian Blade (8 p.m.) 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. A special evening of 
eclectic jazz with three of the 
brightest new rising stars of jazz. Trio 
is comprised of saxophonist Joshua 
Redman, bassist Christian McBride 
and drummer Brian Blade. Single 
tickets are priced at $16, $25 and $32. 
Call 372-8171 or 800/589-2224 for 
reservations. 
Die Drei von der 
Tankstelle (8:15 p.m.) 
Gish Film Theater The penniless 
Willy, Kurt and Hans sell their car, 
open a gas station and fall in love 
with the same woman. 
African American 
Christmas card sale (TBA) 
Education Steps. Selling of 
African American Christmas cards 
for a fund raiser. Each card will be 
about $2. 
The calendar of events is a service of The 
BC News^br the community. A more 
complete listing of these events can be 
found on the University iveb page. 
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■ TELEVISION 
Linden known by many names 
NEW YORK - People still remember Hal Linden from "Bar- 
ney Miller," especially the NYPD. 
"Half the people call me Barney, half call me Hal," says Lin- 
den, who's alternating in the role of Scrooge with Roddy 
McDowall In "A Christmas Carol" at Madison Square Garden. 
More importantly, the former TV police captain still has clout 
on the force. 
When his taxi cab was stopped by police after running a traffic 
light recently, the actor took command. 
"I got out of the car, went over to the cop, told him I had told 
the driver I was in a rush," Linden said In the Sunday Daily 
News. "The cop looked at me and said, 'OK, Captain, we'll let him 
go.'" 
"Barney Miller," a sitcom about NYPD detectives, ran on ABC 
from 1975-1982. 
"Cops loved that show," the 66-year-old Linden said. "I think it 
was the most realistic depiction of a police squad room as was 
ever presented." 
■ MOVIES 
Titanic' director sinking to new levels 
NEW YORK - Doing research for the film "Titanic," director 
Jim Cameron went straight to the source. 
Joining a Russian underwater team, Cameron made a dozen 
risky trips to the wreck site in a minisub. He was able to deploy a 
remote controlled camera into the heart of the wreck, revealing 
details he used to help design sets. 
The impact of the dives went far beyond professional 
research, though, hitting Cameron after he returned to the sur- 
face. 
"I was sitting alone in my room, and I started to cry," Cameron 
says in the December issue of Esquire. "It just hit me that I had 
actually been in the places where all these tragic things had hap- 
pened, where people had been separated forever and had met 
their deaths. It made the history very real to me." 
"Titanic," which cost more than $200 million, making it the 
most expensive movie in history, stars Billy Zane, Leonardo Di- 
Caprio and Kate Winslet. 
Cameron was criticized during production of "Titanic" for re- 
portedly driving his crew too hard. Sometimes he even found 
himself hard to take. 
"I don't like myself when I'm working," said Cameron, maker 
of the "Terminator" films. "I'm like a machine." 
■ ACTRESS 
Yeoh not the typical 'Bond girl' 
NEW YORK - Pretty and petite, the latest Bond girl is also a 
heavy hitter. 
Hong Kong action-film veteran Michelle Yeoh teams up with 
Pierce Brosnan in the upcoming "Tomorrow Never Dies." 
"I kick and punch quite hard, and it surprises people," Yeoh 
says in the Nov. 21 Entertainment Weekly. "People don't expect 
such things coming from little old me." 
Standing 5-feet, 4-inches tall, the 35-year-old actress who's 
trained in the martial arts plays a Chinese secret agent who 
fights side by side with the British superspy. 
"When you think of the Bond girls, you think of these bimbos 
yelling, 'Help, James! Save me, save me!'" Yeoh says. "I could 
never relate to them. I always thought of myself as James Bond." 
Miss Malaysia in 1983, Yeoh went on to become the highest- 
paid actress in Hong Kong, doing most of her own stunts and 
weathering a host of injuries. Last year, she co-starred with 
Jackie Chan in "Supercop." 
■ WILDLIFE 
Goodall traveling to save wild chimps 
LITTLE ROCK - Jane Goodall spent years in the wild living 
with chimpanzees as her only neighbors. Now she's traveling the 
globe to save their neighborhood. 
"I suddenly realized I could no longer go on sitting in my little 
Gombe paradise," Goodall said, referring to Gombe Stream 
Research Centre in Tanzania. 
The wildlife expert spends much of her time these days on 
public speaking tours, promoting conservation and education 
efforts. 
Appearing in Little Rock on Saturday, she warned that global 
wildlife destruction is a real threat. Among the chimpanzee pop- 
ulation that she knows best, for example, the numbers have de- 
clined from several million at the turn of the century to about 
250,000 today. 
"I happen to believe that there is an intrinsic value in saving 
the wilderness," she said. "If we lose all the wilderness, we lose 
some spiritual quality which I think has been missing from a 
great deal of the Western World. I mean, who are we to destroy a 
fabulous creation?" 
Voters push to dismantle water tower 
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The Associated Press 
OXFORD, Ohio - Some want to 
save it. Some can't wait to see it 
razed. 
But because the voters have 
turned against it, the rusting, 
75-year-old water tower at the 
heart of this college town could 
be dismantled by spring. 
Residents of Oxford - includ- 
ing Miami University staff and 
students - have argued for years 
about whether to save or get rid 
of the olive-green water tower, a 
fixture in the city's business dis- 
trict near the university. 
Built in 1922, by the Pitts- 
burgh-Des Moines Steel Co., the 
tower has not been used since 
1993. The debate over whether to 
save it has intensified since then. 
But on Nov. 4, Oxford's voters 
dealt the 130-foot tower a likely 
death blow by voting 1,447 to 983 
in favor of demolition. 
"The voters ... voted over- 
whelmingly against preserving 
the water tower. In a lot of ways 
it's disappointing," said Mayor 
Betty Quantz, who favors keep- 
ing the tower standing. 
The vote was an opinion issue 
rather than a mandate binding 
the City Council to action. But 
city officials have said they anti- 
cipate that the newly elected 
council, whose majority favors 
removing the tower, will move 
quickly to follow the voters' lead 
when it meets Dec. 2. 
The council Is to vote on a 1998 
city budget that includes about 
$100,000 for hiring a contractor 
to dismantle the water tower. It 
may be gone by spring, city offi- 
cials said. 
The cost to spruce up the aging 
tower with a new paint job was 
estimated at $167,000, officials 
said. 
Vice Mayor Ken Bogard said 
he agrees with the voters' posi- 
tion. 
"The tower is just a structure. 
... It is not functional at this 
point," Bogard said. "Some peo- 
ple call it a town symbol, but we 
need a new symbol and a new be- 
ginning with a well-planned out 
park." 
He referred to proposals to put 
a gazebo or a small band shell in 
Oxford Memorial Park, where 
the tower stands. 
IRAQ 
Aiaoclatcd Prttl phato 
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein attends a meeting of the Council of 
Ministers in Bagdad Sunday. 
MAYBERRY  
Continued from page one. 
tack on Iraq, Saddam's Deputy 
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz told 
Time magazine in an interview, 
various groups sympathetic to 
the Iraqis "would be in that 
mood" to carry out terrorist at- 
tacks against Americans. 
Asked about that, Defense Sec- 
retary Cohen said terrorist acts 
against Americans launched at 
the behest of Iraq "will be met 
with a rather overwhelming re- 
sponse." 
As to when a decision on mili- 
tary force will be made, Cohen 
said, "There's no artificial dead- 
line, but I think we're all aware 
of the ticking of the clock." 
Iraq's ambassador to the U.N., 
Nizar Hamdoon, said on CBS and 
"There's no artificial 
deadline, but I think 
we're all aware of the 
ticking of the clock." 
William Cohen 
defense secretary 
on CNN's "Late Fdition" that 
Iraq realizes that in the eyes of 
the United Nations its expulsion 
of American inspectors is unac- 
ceptable. 
But he said Iraq has "been cor- 
nered and forced into this situa- 
tion" by the U.N. Security Coun- 
cil's refusal to lift crippling eco- 
nomic sanctions. 
Continued from page one. 
Believing in his ability to pros- 
ecute stems from Mayberry's 
strong work ethic toward every 
case that he approaches. 
"When I get involved in a case 
I probably over-prepare it," 
Mayberry says. "I want to go to 
the scene. I want to see where the 
body is. I want to look at it from 
all angles because then I think 
when I go to convince a jury, I 
can be much more convincing, 
having it in my own mind what it 
looked like." 
A firm believer in capital pun- 
ishment, despite his pleasant 
disposition, Mayberry has no 
tolerance for violent offenders. 
In fact, executing felonious 
offenders on death row is a prac- 
tice that Mayberry would like to 
become more commonplace. 
"I believe in the death penalty, 
but I would like to see that if it's 
going to be a law that it be enfor- 
ced," said Mayberry, referring to 
the fact that the last person put 
to death in Ohio was over 20 
years ago. "We talk about the 
death penalty but we don't do 
anything abo jt it." 
If all this talk about the death 
penalty contradicts Mayberry's 
"nice guy" image, well that's be- 
cause it does. Mayberry knows 
that if people did not support his 
a representation of what the peo- 
ple want. Candidates for the posi- 
tion run under a certain political 
party, just as if they were run- 
ning for any other government 
office. 
After seeing his office, dec- 
orated with pictures featuring 
the likes of George Bush, it is 
easily concluded that Mayberry 
is a Republican. According to 
Mayberry, he hopes the pictures 
won't be coming down any time 
soon. 
Unlike his predecessor, Betty 
Montgomery, who has moved on 
to become state attorney general, 
Mayberry says that he isn't cut 
out for the political life. 
"I don't have political ambi- 
tions," says Mayberry. "I guess 
if I had my wishes, I would stay 
here and retire." 
Although retirement is a long 
way off, Mayberry knows what it 
is going to take to keep his posi- 
tion: be a great prosecutor. 
"I think it has to be someone 
who likes the job, likes working 
closely with law enforcement 
and helping people who have be- 
come victims of crime," 
Mayberry said. 
A leader in prevention through 
childhood education, Mayberry 
has established some new pro- 
grams during his tenure as 
county prosecutor.  He  has de- 
veloped a calendar in which stu- 
dents from all the county schools, 
grades five through eight, enter 
artwork to be used on the calen- 
dar with antidrug and alcohol 
themes. He feels that children 
are more prone to listen to the 
views he would not have a job, 
because his bosses would let him 
know. 
Who are these bosses? They 
are the voters. 
County prosecutor is an 
elected position, and therefore is 
voices of their peers, rather than 
that of an adult. 
Mayberry has also come up 
with a mediation program for all 
county schools. The goal of his 
program is to give students a way 
to resolve conflicts in a peaceful 
manner, by providing them with 
a way to work out differences 
through discussion instead of 
fists. A handful of students are 
selected and receive a day of 
training, in which they are taught 
to handle these situations. Once 
again, students are used instead 
of teachers because he believes 
that they are more willing to 
listen to their peers. 
Since his days as a student at 
the University, Mayberry has 
always tried to lend a hand to his 
community. After graduating 
from the University, he went on 
to law school in Toledo. In choos- 
ing Toledo, he realized that he 
wanted to stay in his hometown 
and practice law. Therefore, he 
commuted to Toledo and main- 
tained his residence in Bowling 
Green. 
While attending law school, he 
took part as an assistant in the 
Continuing Education karate 
program in Bowling Green. It 
was his time as an instructor that 
he found his other love. Her 
name was Lisa. Lisa was enrolled 
as a student at the University at 
the time, and the two of them hit 
it off. The current Mrs. 
Mayberry, Lisa knows a thing or 
two about the martial arts, but 
Mayberry says he's not worried 
about having a wife who can 
fight, or at least, "not as good as I 
do," he says laughing. 
The Mayberrys have had three 
sons, Reed, 6, Mason, 3, and the 
most recent addition, Clark, who 
was born in October. Having 
children growing up in Wood 
County makes Mayberry's job 
that much more important as a 
prosecutor and a father. 
His duties as county pros- 
ecutor require Alan Mayberry to 
protect and punish those who 
break the law. This is evident in 
his confident approach to his 
work, and through the belief of 
the voters that he is the man for 
the job. 
LOANS 
Continued from page one. 
worrying  about  their  financial 
aid obligations," said Bradley. 
The three main student organi- 
zations on campus - Graduate 
Student Government, Under- 
graduate Student Government 
and Resident Student Association 
- are pushing to move the finan- 
cial aid date. Their hope is to 
convince the Board of Trustees 
to move the date to no later than 
the first day of classes. 
Conrad McRoberts, director of 
financial aid, supports these 
three groups and believes mov- 
ing the date would benefit the 
students. 
Moving the date could, 
however, affect several different 
areas associated with financial 
aid. The areas include the com- 
puter systems, financial aid 
proceedures and the Bursar's of- 
fice. 
"All these groups must work 
carefully to make an effective 
change," McRoberts said. 
Next week, Nov. 17-21, a peti- 
tion will be available for students 
to sign if they support the idea of 
moving the date of receiving 
their financial aid. Monday 
through Thursday, the signing 
will be open from 9 am. to 5 p.m., 
and Friday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
On Monday and Wednesday, peti- 
tions will be in front of the Math 
Science building, and Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday they will be 
in front of the Education build- 
ing. 
"It is the students' responsibil- 
ity to get the petition passed, it is 
not solely upon the administra- 
tion," said Jeff Grim, a graduate 
assistant in the history depart- 
ment. 
Grim hopes the Board of 
Trustees will agree and accept 
the petition in order to have it in 
effect for the next academic 
school year. 
"By passing this, it will build a 
community, as President Ribeau 
wants," Grim said. 
Volunteers are still needed to 
work at the petition areas. Those 
interested can contact Chris 
Bradley at 372-2295. 
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BG earns third consecutive NCAA bid 
NCAA  
Continued from page one. 
"I originally thought the condi- 
tions would hurt them a little bit, 
but I think it really hurt our 
game," Doherty said. "The field 
just prevented us from being as 
direct as we would like to be 
direct. I didnt think it would, but 
it did." 
BG rolls back into the 32-team 
NCAA Tournament with 10 con- 
secutive wins under its belt. The 
Falcons will find out who they 
play - and where - tonight dur- 
ing the tournament selection 
show. 
BG was hoping to face Dayton, 
who was also playing in a play-in 
game Saturday, but Dayton lost 
its play-in game 3-1 to MAAC 
champion Ryder University. 
Everybody on the team knows 
what that means. The Falcons' 
road may run straight to Bloo- 
mington, Ind., where the un- 
defeated Indiana Hoosiers await 
their first-round challenger. 
IU knocked BG out of the tour- 
nament last year, and beat them 
1-0 during the season this year. 
But each of the two times before 
that, BG was able to beat Indiana. 
"We wouldn't mind getting 
back at them again," Strang said. 
"I know they haven't lost yet, so 
I'd like to play them at home and 
beat them in front of their home 
"It's fun to just be a part of what they're 
experiencing." 
Mel Mahler 
soccer coach 
Strang Niles 
crowd. We beat them there last 
year..." 
BG hosted a tournament game 
for the first time ever last year, 
beating Detroit, 4-0. The Falcons 
have never won a tournament 
game on the road. 
"We would love to have an 
NCAA game here at Bowling 
Green," said senior tri-captain 
Jay Began. "The atmosphere and 
everything is just a neat thing to 
be involved with" 
The NCAA selection commit- 
tee will base their pairings most- 
ly on regional proximity. The 
campus sites will depend upon 
the quality of the soccer facility. 
Cochrane Field is one of the 
finest soccer fields in the region, 
but may be torn up after the 
sloppy day of play. 
BG in the NCAAs 
A look at Bowling Green's previous tournament results 
St. Louis was a thorn in BG's 
side for many years, while 
Indiana has been the Falcons' 
national nemesis in recent 
years. The Falcons' only 
home game was last season. 
A 
^*i 
1972: lost at St. Louis, 2-0 
1973: lost at St. Louis, 6-0 
1992: lost at St. Louis, 2-1 
1995: lost at Wisconsin, 2-0 
1996: won vs. Detroit, 4-0 
lost at Indiana, 2-0 
1997: to be determined 
BG New P»e«e by Jeremy Martin 
BG senior Jay Began and Colgate junior Scott Jackson battle for a ball in the midfield. 
Snowplays 
leading role 
in match 
□ A persistent snow 
storm played a major 
factor in Saturday's 
NCAA play-in game. 
By MICHAEL LEONARD 
The BG News  
Bowling Green and Colgate 
faced off at Cochrane Field on 
Saturday. 
Old Man Winter came away 
with the victory. 
The Falcons defeated the Red 
Raiders 2-0 Saturday, but both 
teams had to contend with per- 
sistent snow which turned Coch- 
rane Field into a slippery mess. 
"It's like playing on ice out 
there," said Falcon midfielder 
Darren Niles. "As soon as the 
snow started covering the field, 
it was terrible. It's like playing 
on a hockey rink." 
BG surface crews had cleared 
the field of any snow that had ac- 
cumulated previous to the game. 
By the 20-minute mark of the 
first half, however, the field was 
already covered with snow. 
Falcon captain Brett Strang 
said that the conditions definitely 
had an effect on the game. 
"It's a real equalizer when you 
play in weather like this," Strang 
said. 
The inclement weather that 
preceded the game caused some 
debate as to whether the game 
would be played on Saturday. 
Falcon coach Mel Mahler said he 
decided that it would be better to 
force the game on Saturday as 
opposed to delaying it until Sun- 
day. 
"We knew it was going to be 
sloppy out here," Mahler said. "If 
we found that it would have been 
to tough to play we could have 
stopped it and just restart (on 
Sunday)." 
Niles called the conditions the 
worst he had ever played in. The 
weather, however, played a part 
in Niles' fifth goal of the season. 
• See SNOW, page seven. 
Falcon men lose season opener to St. Bonaventure 
□ BG drops the season 
opener to the Bonnies in 
Dan Dakich's coaching 
debut. 
By RYAN JOHNSON 
The BG News  
ST. BONAVENTURE, N.Y. - 
The Dan Dakich era has arrived 
at Bowling Green, but the Fal- 
cons couldn't deliver the story- 
book opening act. 
BG held a lead early In the sec- 
ond half, but St. Bonaventure 
used a 14-1 run to down Bowling 
Green 71-63 Saturday night in 
front of 5,568 fans at the Reilly 
Center in St. Bonaventure. 
After Tony Reid hit a pair of 
jump shots to give the Falcons 
their biggest lead at 37-28, the 
Bonnies' zone defense tightened 
and didn't allow a BG Held goal 
over the next six minutes. 
"We came out in the second 
half and forced the issue by get- 
ting our press more involved and 
playing a more aggressive half- 
court defense," said St. Bonaven- 
ture coach Jim Baron. 
St. Bonaventure (1-0) used the 
pressing zone defense to keep the 
Falcon attack on the perimeter 
and forced BG into 21 turnovers. 
"In the first half, we got some 
good shots," Dakich said. "I 
thought in the second half, we 
wanted to score so fast that we 
never took the time to do what we 
had set up to do." 
Bowling Green fought back to 
draw within 67-63 on a Dubrey 
Black 3-pointer with just under a 
minute to play, but another turn- 
over   stalled    BG's   comeback 
hopes. The Bonnies went on to 
sink 4-of-6 free throws to ice the 
game. 
"We  were making  turnovers 
It didn't take too long for Falcon coach Dan Dakich to put his 
stamp on the Bowling Green program - only 19 seconds. 
Dakich, in his first game at the BG helm, received a technical 
from referee Murph Shapiro in the opening moments of Satur- 
day's game. 
"I've been on a prett> exciting bench for 16 years and I've 
never seen anything like that," Dakich said "I honest to God 
didnt do anything. It shocked me." 
The quick whistle may have been a way for the officials to 
show Dakich who was in charge. 
"I don't know if someone thought I was going to come in here 
and they were going to show the young guy from Bobby Knight's 
staff," Dakich said. "I have no idea." 
The technical had little effect on the outcome as the Bonnies 
connected on only one of the free throws and didn't score on 
their following possession. 
the whole game," Reid said. "It 
came down to costly turnovers 
and our lack of rebounding." 
BG (0-1) held its own on the 
glass in the first half, but the 
Bonnies' taller front line outre- 
bounded the Falcons 23-11 in the 
second half. 
The abscence of Anthony 
Stacey, who is sidelined with 
mononucleosis, was not only evi- 
dent in the rebounding but in the 
Falcons' offensive balance Only 
three different players scored in 
the second half and many seemed 
fatigued late in the game. 
"Without Anthony Stacey, we'- 
re not a deep team, and it got 
kind of tough," Dakich said. "I 
have to do a better job of getting 
• See OPENER, page seven. 
ST. BONAVENTURE 71 
BOWLING GREEN 63 
•OWllNCCMEN(O-l) 
Estcrkamp 3-8 7-8 16, Reid 10-18 2-2 27, 
Cowan 4-8 3-7 11, Moore 2-8 <M 5, Cham- 
ben 0-10-00, Keys 04 0-0 0, Murray 0 0 04 
0, Crespo 0-0 0-0 0, Futlin 0-2 0-0 0. Black 
1-41-2 4. TOTALS 20-49 13-23 63. 
ST. BONAVENTURE (1-0) 
Palmer 7-11 1-3 IS, Durham 3-4 2-5 8. 
Cyrus 1-4 1-1 3, Winn 5-12 9-1S 22, Single- 
ton 3-10 3-4 11, Capers 0-0 04 0, King 2-6 
1 -4 6, Van Paa»en 1-2 4-7 6, Moses 0 0 0 0 
0, lumsdon 04 04 0. TOTALS 22-49 21 -39 
71. 
Halftime ~ BG 32, 5l Bonaventure 25. 
3-point goals - BG 10-22 (Reid 3-6 Estcr- 
kamp 3-6, Black 1-3, Moore 1-3, Furlin 0-2, 
Cowan 0-2), SL Bonaventure 6-12 (Winn 3-6, 
Singleton 2-3, King 1-31. Fouled out - Ester 
kamp, Reid, Moore. Assists - BC 10 (Cham- 
bers 4), SL Bonaventure 10 (Winn 41. Total 
louls - BC 31, St. Bonaventure 20. Technicals 
- BC bench, St. Bonaventure bench. At- 
tendance - 5,568. 
Help Yourself by Helping Others... 
Consider a 
Career in 
Physical 
Therapy a* 
Enrollment Every 
APRIL & OCTOBER 
18-Month Associate Degree Program 
• Physical Therapist Assistant • 
♦ Financial Assistant* • Placement Assistance • 
• New Modem Facilities • Small Classes • 
• Fully Accredited By The Commlaalon On Accreditation 
In Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE/APTA) 
Professional Skills Institute 
(419)531-9610 www.proskills.com 
Toil-Free (888)531-9610 • Fax (419)531-4732 
20 Arco Drive • Toledo, OH 43607 
^AnkVou\\\ 
^Qj^*,-^^What are you thankful for? For only 
$ 1.00 or a canned good you can have your 
thank you printed on the UAO THANK YOU 
PA,GE in the Monday, November 24th BG News. 
Just fill out the form below 
and return it to the 
UAO office (330 Union) by 
Thursday, November 20th. 
Additional forms will be available 
in the UAO office if needed. 
AD donations will go to local chanties 
Questions??? Cat 372-7164 
Print Menage Below In boxes provKMa □□□□□[..□□□□□□□□□□□□□a □aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa □□□□□□□aaaaaaaaaaaaa □aaaaaaauuarjaaaaaaaa □□□□□aaaaauaaaaaaaaa 
uaaaaaauaaaacjaaaauaa 
Name: _ Phone:  
XLARGE SIZE — 
LARGE 
PIZZA 
CH€€S€ & 
2 TOPPINGS 
$ 10 99 
Mo coupon MtMMV 
Not valid urth emu othv °"«' 
€**•* 1-31 «• 
//>orco> 
1045 N. MAIN ST. 
353-0044 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
SPECIALS 
FOOTBALL ^^ 
SPECIAL    # 
2 Large pizzas 
cheese & one topping 
99 $12 
limited lime 
not valid with any other offer 
no coupon necessary 
MEDIUM 
PIZZA 
cheese & one topping 
r?nd pizza I 
S5.00 
• additional toppings $1.00 each 
■ limited time 
■ not valid with any other oiler 
• no coupon necessary 
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Tight On Funds? 
Split it With a Friend 
ED EC Turkey Club SuperMelt 
B   Mm C C Wlth *' purchase of 
another SuperMelt 
Tl» cowan am M uM <* «w oiwOKtwi or Dmcasno] <** 
CHfcmcauponiarmcaaL T« *aknn<maocfcstt 6C4H 
1027 N. Main St 
Bowling Green 
t«pra 11/30/97  
Qjniend£y!s 
Volleyball beats CSU, loses to Toledo 
Let your future be with 
RE. Management. 
Stop by for a complete 
apartment listing. 
Student Alumni Association 
is holding an Extern Experience 
informative meeting on Tuesday, 
November 18 at 9:15 p.m. in 101BA. 
Extern Experience is a great way to 
gain practical work experience in 
your major field of study. Be 
matched up with a BGSU alumni over 
winter break or arranged times 
during semester. Invite your friends! 
onsored by Student Alumni Association (SAA). 
Preferred Properties 
Each unit has: 
- 2 large bedrooms, fully furnished - 
~ washer and dryer - 
- dishwasher and microwave - 
- extra storage and much more - 
NOW LEASING FALL 1998 
Call Preferred Properties Today 
352-9378 
Live in the luxury at Fox Hun. 
The Great Pill Giveaway 
Thursday , November 20th 
One Months birth control pills 
FREE 
New clients under 30 years of age. 
Call for an appointment 
354 - 3540 
(Medical restrictions may apply) 
Plonned Porenthood 
of Northwest Ohio. Inc. 
735 Hoshms Rd. Suite C 
Dowlmg Green. OH 43402 
(419)354-3540 
Q The spikers suffer a 
tough five-set loss to the 
Rockets. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
The BC News  
TOLEDO - Rally-point scoring 
has its ups and downs. 
The Bowling Green volleyball 
team found the down side of it in 
a 2-15, 11-15, 15-4, 15-13, 13-15 
loss to Toledo Saturday. After a 
19-17, 6-15, 1S4, 15-10 win over 
Cleveland State Friday, the Fal- 
cons were hoping to defeat the 
Rockets and gain momentum go- 
ing into tournament play. 
Tied at 13-all in Game 5, a con- 
troversial call swung the momen- 
tum toward UT. A Rocket shot 
supposedly hit the top of the net 
and went out of bounds. The Fal- 
cons would have gone up 14-13 as 
the head and net judges ruled a 
BG point But a line judge, 40 
feet away from the play, whistled 
that the ball had been touched by 
Falcon blockers. 
The officials decided to jump it 
up and replay much to the dis- 
may of everyone representing 
the orange and brown. UT took 
advantage as Amy DeLong 
slammed down a kill followed by 
a Falcon error to take the fifth 
game, 15-13. 
"Any error is a point," BG 
coach Denlse Van De Walle said 
moments after the match. "That 
was Toledo's error. (The head 
official's) own gut instinct was to 
call hitting error Toledo - point 
BG. She even raised her hand for 
a point. We're all yelling 'no 
touch.' For them to change the 
call to a replay, in my opinion, 
was not the way to go." 
BG enters the Mid-American 
Conference Tournament this 
week at 17-13 and 7-9, while the 
Rockets finish the regular season 
17-14 and 8-8. 
BG won an earlier match 
against Toledo at Anderson 
Arena in a rally-point fashion. 
The Falcons outhit the hosts 
.305 to .229. On paper, according 
to   Van   de   Walle,   her   team 
BG N twi Photo by Jeremy Martin 
Right-side hitter Kris Pesora bumps the ball during BG's 2-15,11-15,15-4,15-13,13-15 loss to Toledo 
Saturday. BG managed to beat Cleveland State on Friday 19-17, 6-15,15-6,15-10. The loss to Toledo is 
still in question due to a questionable call by a line judge. 
t llevball i 
shouldn't have lost the match. 
In the third and fourth games, 
BG battled back, made fewer 
mistakes, and definitely was the 
better team. Toledo, on the other 
hand, made plenty of hitting mis- 
takes. 
Against Cleveland State, BG 
had probably one of its best pass- 
ing games all season as five 
players had double-digit kills. 
Keisha Wilkins led the way with 
16. According to Van De Walle, 
that was evidence of a total team 
effort. 
Van De Walle also credited 
Wendy Wat kins for distributing 
the ball as she racked up 61 as- 
sists. 
"Any error is a point. That was Toledo's 
error. (The head official's) own gut instinct 
was to call hitting error Toledo - point BG. 
She even raised her hand for a point. We're 
all yelling 'no touch.' For them to change the 
call to a replay, in my opinion, was not the 
way to go." 
Denise Van De Walle 
volleyball coach 
Wilkins came up huge in 
Games 3 and 4. According to Van 
De Walle, CSU couldn't stop Wil- 
kins because she was jumping so 
high and was able to hit plenty of 
balls straight down. 
Friday's match was the final 
one for seniors Watkins, Wilkins, 
Janelle Bassitt and Erin Sieben- 
har. All four players started the 
match. It served as motivation 
for the team. 
"That meant a lot to them," 
Van De Walle said. "They've all 
worked very hard." 
BG plays in the MAC quarter- 
finals Tuesday at Ball State. 
Women's basketball wins opener, 81-72 
□ Raterman shines in 
the win against Youngs- 
town State. 
By DARLA WARNOCK 
The BC News 
YOUNGSTOWN -- This year's 
Falcon women's basketball team 
is looking to bring home a title. 
The hunger stems from three 
years of progressively taking a 
step closer to a Mid-American 
Conference championship. Only 
the final hurdle remains this 
season. 
The Falcons began taking that 
step with a sound 81-72 victory 
over Youngstown State Friday, 
utilizing a hard-nosed defense 
that kept the high-scoring Peng- 
uins on ice much of the second 
half. 
Friday's goal, according to BG 
coach Jaci Clark, was to keep the 
three-time   defending    Mid- 
Continent Conference champions 
under 75 points. 
"We knew we had to stop 
them," Clark said. "They domi- 
nated us the first 10 minutes and 
then we kind of got hold of the 
game the last seven. That was the 
difference." 
The difference at the end of the 
first half was junior center Jacki 
Raterman. She started scroung- 
ing for the ball any way she could 
in the final minutes, ending the 
half with a steal and coast- 
to-coast layup that brought the 
Falcons within one at the half - 
giving BG all the momentum. 
"All I remember is I had the 
ball and I looked at the score- 
board and there's four seconds to 
go," Raterman said. "I didn't 
know if I had enough time to get 
down there or not, but I just 
pushed the ball ahead and prayed 
that the ball went in once I 
released it." 
Raterman 
finished with 
20 points. 
Senior guard 
Sara Puthoff 
led the Falcons 
with2S. 
The Falcons 
trailed by as 
many as six 
points during 
the first half 
until the defense kicked in. BG 
scored seven of the first nine 
points in the second half to grab 
the lead for good. 
Charlotta Jones paced a more 
efficient offense in the second 
half with 14 of her 16 points. BG, 
after committing 16 turnovers in 
the first half, gave it away only 
seven times the second half. 
"(We had) big momentum go- 
ing into halftime," Clark said. "I 
think we've developed some con- 
fidence that we know we can play 
well ~ we can even play better in 
the second half as we get used to 
the tempo of the game, whatever 
it maybe." 
It was an important win for the 
Falcons, who have struggled on 
the road against quality oppo- 
nents the past several seasons. 
"This is a great win for us," 
Puthoff said "We've struggled on 
the road in the past and this is a 
really good confidence builder 
for us, something to build on for 
the rest of the season." 
BG enjoyed a 33-29 rebounding 
advantage, paced by Raterman's 
seven. 
Teresita Jones led the Peng- 
uins with 20 points, followed by 
Caroline McComb with 15. 
The Falcons are idle until their 
home opener Saturday against 
Detroit. 
Happy 21st Birthday 
Jilli-Bean 
with love... 
Heather, Hobe-1, 
Jasony, Jennie, Julie- 
Bean, Kelly, and Liz!!! 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Summer & Fall off 1998 
Houses and Apartments 
Brochures Are Available! 
319 E. Wooster 352-6553 
_H E   Applications for 
Spring '98 
BG News Editor 
are now being 
accepted 
Application forms BG 
lVll^l^/C may be picked up 
**^ 
}
    1^2 at 204 West Hall 
Deadline to apply is 5 p.m. 
Tuesday, November 25, 1997 
, 
JACKGLADSTOlv 
Native Reflections 
November 17,1997 
7:00 pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Admission is Free 
Blended songs and storytelling 
of the American Indian Heritage 
' 
1 
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Sports Briefs 
Men's basketball signs two 
Men's basketball coach Dan Daklch announced Wednesday 
that two players signed National Letters of Intent to attend BG. 
Keith McLeod of Canton McKinley High School and Len 
Malela of Andrean High School both signed on the first day of 
the early signing period. 
McLeod is a 6-foot-2, 180-pound guard. He averaged 10.2 
points, 3.5 rebounds and 3.0 assists last season, leading Canton 
McKinley to a 20-4 record and a No. S Division I ranking. 
Matela, who attends the same high school as Daklch did, is a 
6-foot-9, 215-pound player who has played at both forward and 
center. Last season he averaged IS points, 9.0 robounds and 2.0 
blocked shots. As a sophomore, Matela helped Andrean post a 
19-2 record and earn the No. 2 ranking in the state. 
Pittsburgh rejects stadium deal 
WASHINGTON, Pa. - Officials are trying to come up with a 
"Plan B" now that voters have rejected a tax increase to pay for 
a new stadium for the Pittsburgh Steelers. 
But what about "Plan W" - as In Washington County? 
Diana Irey, a commissioner in the county southwest of Pitts- 
burgh, has resumed her efforts to lobby the Steelers to build a 
stadium along U.S. 22 near the Coca-Cola Star Lake Amphith- 
eater. 
She also suggested sites near the Pittsburgh Penguins' training 
camp near Interstate 79 and in rapidly growing South Strabane 
Township. 
Steelers officials have said they want to remain within Pitts- 
burgh's city limits but would not rule out moving. 
"At this point, our preference is to remain in Pittsburgh on the 
North Shore (of the Allegheny River). However, we would listen 
to specific proposals," said Joe Gordon, a Steelers spokesman. 
Allegheny County Commissioner Mike Dawlda said the plans 
to erect a stadium in Washington County have no chance. He 
noted that voters In Washington County rejected the proposed 
tax hike by a wider margin than voters in the Pittsburgh area. 
"I don't know how in the world Washington County could come 
up with the money to build a stadium," he said. 
Another Allegheny County commissioner, Larry Dunn, was 
warmer to the suggestion of having suburban Steelers. 
"We are seeking a regional solution that will provide economic 
development opportunities for each of the counties In our south- 
west region. If this mutual goal could be reached by such a move, 
I feel the counties would support it," said Mary Ann Maloy, a 
spokeswoman for Dunn. 
Voters in 11 counties on Nov. 4 overwhelmingly rejected a 
proposal to raise sales taxes by a half-cent on the dollar to build 
new facilities for the Steelers and Pirates, improve a convention 
center and pay for other business-boosting projects. 
Compiled from staff and wire reports 
OPENER 
Continued from page five. 
more people involved." 
Dave Estcrkamp, DeMar 
Moore and Reid each fouled out 
of the game to further diminish 
the Falcons' depth. 
Reid led the Falcons with 27 
points, including 5-of-6 from be- 
hind the 3-point arc. The junior 
tallied the first nine BG points 
and made numerous shots 
throughout  the game with the 
shot clock running down. 
"He's a scorer," Baron said of 
Reid's performance. "He can 
take it off the dribble and he can 
shoot the ball, so he's a tough guy 
to defend." 
Dave Esterkamp added 16 
points, while Kirk Cowan 
chipped in with 11 points and tied 
a career high with nine rebounds. 
Point guard Tim Winn led the 
Bonnies with 22 points. 
SNOW 
Continued from page five. 
A pass by the Colgate defense 
to goaltender Jeff Lipman was 
slowed by accumulated snow. By 
the time Lipman kicked the ball 
away, Niles had closed in on him 
and blocked the attempted clear- 
ing ball. 
The deflection was picked up 
by Falcon forward Zac Olson, 
who fed Niles the ball for a easy 
goal. 
Niles came within inches of 
scoring another goal a few 
minutes later, but his blast from 
the near side skirted over the 
crossbar. 
Mahler had told his team to 
play up on Lipman partially due 
\o the weather and partially due 
to Lipman's tendency to drop- 
kick the ball instead of punting it. 
"On a day like today, (he could) 
slip and miss," Mahler said. "He 
was having trouble hitting balls 
in the first half, so we kept up the 
pressure." 
The Falcons may have an op- 
portunity to play one more game 
at Cochrane Field at the NCAA 
Tournament. If they do, weather 
will again play a huge role. 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Apartments Available 
Summer 98, Fall 98, Spring 97 
• Heat included with rent • All New Appliances 
, • Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnVUnfurn. 
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations 
52-91 
Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing 
• utilities included 
. space available Immedlatley 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• close to campus 
• on-site laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
for details on hassle-free living! 
354-2191 
What's    A weekly calendar for Falcon athletics 
DONT MISS: Hockey renews rivialries 
011 Ta P   with CCHA powerhouses UM & MSU Y1 
?me Road Inactive 
1 
* — denotes the contest can be 
heard Hue on WBCU-FM (88.1) 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY          SUNDAY 
MEN'S 
SOCCER 
NCAA first-round match 
Opponent, location to be announced 
Time date (o be announced 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
vs  M i I 
.. 
BGSU ■ ■ 
vs Del 
'" 1 30 pm  •" 
>n Arena 
vs. Michigan Slate 
... 7 | 
BGSU l HOCKEY 
VOLLEYBALL 
vs. Ball Stale 
7 p.m. 
MAC Tournament 
WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING 
\ p m 
Cooper Pool 
MEN'S 
SWIMMING 
Clew land State 
1 p m 
Cooper Pool 
BG womenfinish fourth at Districts 
□ The women more 
than likely miss out on 
the NCAA Champion- 
ships. 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BC News 
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - It was 
messy. It was cold. It was wet. 
And It was almost a great day for 
the Bowling Green women's 
cross country team at the NCAA 
District IV Championships. 
Almost. 
Wisconsin and Michigan domi- 
nated the meet, going 1-2 with to- 
tals of 44 and 56 points. For all in- 
tents and purposes, Saturday's 
race was for third place and an 
outside chance at getting an at- 
large berth to the NCAA Cham- 
pionships. 
Mid-American Conference 
nemesis Ball State edged BG for 
that position, topping the Falcons 
by a single point, 144-145. BG 
placed four runners in the top 25 
- all ahead of Ball State's third - 
but the Cardinals' fifth runner 
was closer to their lead pack. 
"If they would have scored 
four people, we would have defi- 
nitely been in the top three," said 
BG women's coach Steve Price. 
"But unfortunately, they scored 
five." 
"We were right on the edge of 
things. I definitely feel we're one 
of the top 25 teams in the coun- 
try." 
As of late Sunday, it was un- 
known if either Ball State or BG 
received an at-large invitation. 
The 5,000-meter race quickly 
turned into a mudbath, as the 
course was under a 1-inch blan- 
ket of snow. Most of the white 
stuff was trampled by the men's 
race, leaving the women to navi- 
gate a course that even had little 
puddles of standing water in 
some places. 
'Tough course, rugged course 
- mud, hills, snow, wind ~ real 
■The Falcon men finished 20th 
Saturday in Bloomington. See the 
full story in tomorrow's BG 
News. 
Licht-Ordway Price 
tough conditions," Price said. 
"And that's why I thought our 
girls would do well because 
they're very tough people and 
tough-minded and well- 
disciplined. They didn't allow 
(the course) to upset them." 
The sloppy venue certainly 
didn't upset BG junior Wendy 
Licht-Ordway. The Boyd, Wis., 
native was the Falcons' top fin- 
isher in 12th place, narrowly 
missing out on qualifying as an 
individual for the NCAAs. 
Licht-Ordway actually liked 
the course. 
"It was nice and muddy - it 
was just like being in Wisconsin," 
Licht-Ordway said. "It was awe- 
some. We had snow and mud and 
lots of nice hills and slippery 
corners. It was great. 
"Anyone can go out and run on 
a nice sunny day on a hard- 
ground course. This was called 
cross country and this was what 
it's all about." 
Licht-Ordway made it through 
the muck in 18:27.98. She needed 
to finish 10th to earn an automa- 
tic individual invitation. The 
lOth-place runner, Youngstown 
State's Laura  Thomas,  ran  an 
Village Green Apartments 
2 blocks from Campus 
9{pzi) Leasing 
fail 98 & Spring 99 
One & Two 'Bedrooms furnishedand Unfurnished 
1 or 2 bedroom summer only limited available 
480 Lehman 354-3533 
RED DOG PRESENTS! 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
BUFFALO   at 
BILLS 
MIAMI 
DOLPHINS 
SPECIALS 
RED DOG- $1.25 
DRAFTS - $ 1.00 
WINGS - .25< 
CONEYS- .75< 
HOT DOGS - .50 < 
BC Newi PlMl. by Jaui McM.fc.ii 
BG freshman Dave Anderson (415) works up a hill during Saturday's 
NCAA District IV Championships. Anderson finished second for the 
Falcons and 95th overall, as BC ended up 20th out of 26 in the team 
race. The race was started with an inch of snow on the ground at the 
Indiana University cross country course. See full story, tomorrow. 
18:20.18. 
Three nationwide at-large 
NCAA invitations are handed out, 
based on District placing. Licht- 
Ordway had an outside shot to 
compete in Greenville, S.C., Nov. 
24. 
"This might have been her best 
race ever," Price said. "She beat 
every MAC runner and that's 
very significant. We're very 
pleased with that." 
Junior Laura Deneau was the 
next Falcon across the line in 
18th place (18:36.64). Freshman 
teammate Christine Thompson 
was two spots behind in 20th 
(18:42.05). Thompson was the 
third freshman overall, behind 
two from Michigan. 
Junior Jessica LaFene finished 
25th (18:50.96), giving the Fal- 
cons four runners on the All- 
District team. It was the second 
straight All-District perform- 
ance for LaFene, making her only 
the second Falcon ever to ac- 
complish the feat twice. 
BG placed four on the All- 
District squad once before, in 
1995 when the Falcons finished 
third and earned an at-large bid 
to the NCAAs. This year's fourth- 
place finish was BG's second- 
best ever, second only to 1995. 
"We gotta be happy with that," 
Price said. "For many years, 
Bowling Green was never a fac- 
tor at Districts - never. The last 
few years we have been." 
[\OII     \<>ll     A (Ml     AOII     AOII AOII    AOII    AOII    AOII     AOII  1 
fl Alpha Omicron Ti Loves Their O^xu InitateM 
1 Kristy Boyer              Cff i      Cortney Herman 
H Erin Bushnell           fifafl ik   . Besty Hirschfeld 
H Melissa Buxbaum    ^*l Jennifer Ozello 
1 Heather Chenos   r«w l 
B Kara Doenges       VASP 
M Laura Drake           ^!P 
jf\ AbbyPawlicki 
£/  Christie Pinney 
Jenny Reighard ■ Amanda Glessner       I Melissa Schellhorn 
1 Sara Guilfoyle           / Kristalyn Shefveland 1 
H Cristen Hall              I Maria Toto 
\OII     \(MI     \(MI     AOII     AOH AOII     AOII     AOII     AOII     AOII  | 
19 and Over Every Night 
BGSU HOCKEY 
\        This Weekend 
\ « 
t^BBB 
Friday Night vs. Michigan 
7:00 at the Ice Arena 
Saturday Night vs. Michigan St 
7:00 at the Ice firena 
There is a student ticket pick up for both of 
these games. Get your tickets at the Memorial 
Hall Ticket Office. 
Students must have a valid BGSU I.D. and the 
tickets are still free! 
I I 
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Three 
□ BG battles back, but 
still loses to OSU. 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BG News  
Following Saturday's 5-4 loss to 
Ohio State, everyone was angry. 
Of course, BG was angry about 
losing its third game in a row, but 
both sides were mad at the offi- 
cials. 
The result of the game was 
overshadowed by the ejections of 
three players from each team by 
referee John LaDuke. 
The ejections came after a sec- 
ond period altercation at 17:21 
that involved everyone except 
the goaltenders. The altercation 
was apparently started by a late 
hit by Adam Edinger on Ohio 
State's Benji Wolke. 
Although nobody really sepa- 
rated and dropped the gloves, 
LaDuke gave Edinger, Louis 
Mass and B.J Adams fighting 
major penalties and game dis- 
qualifications. Wolke, Taj 
Schaffnit and Chris Richards 
took fighting majors as well. 
"I feel bad for those guys," BG 
forward Craig Desjarlais said. "I 
don't think in any way was that a 
fight, any three of those guys. All 
they were doing was helping out 
our teammate." 
The coaches did a good job of 
controlling themselves. BG 
coach Buddy Powers declined to 
comment, aside from saying it 
was the wrong call. 
"If they had been swinging, I 
could understand," OSU coach 
John Markell said. "We're not 
that deep and neither are they. 
We need our players." 
As far as the game was con- 
cerned, Ohio State capitalized on 
lethal BG mistakes to establish a 
lead, and then barely hung on to 
win. 
"The most frustrating thing is 
that besides some careless er- 
rors, we dominated the hockey 
game," Desjarlais said. "A few 
different plays, and it wouldn't 
have even been a close game." 
Jean-Francois Dufour opened 
the scoring by burning defense- 
men Jones and Adam Lamarre 
and beating goalie Mike Savard's 
low glove side. 
Ohio State's Eric Meloche 
made it 2-0 Buckeyes at 16:48. 
Hugo Boisvert ran over Dave 
Faulkner deep in the Falcon zone 
creating the 2-on-O situation. Sa- 
vard had no chance. 
BG scored its first goal late in 
the period when Faulkner tipped 
in a Doug Schueller slap shot. 
Desjarlais evened the game 
when his shot bounced off Buck- 
eye goalie Jeff Maund and into 
the left side of the goal. 
Ohio State would then take ad- 
vantage of a another Falcon mis- 
take. On the power play, Schuel- 
ler fumbled the puck at the blue 
line and Boisvert went off on a 
breakaway. He scored with a 
backhander to the top corner of 
the net. 
Dufour scored his second goal 
of the game on a power play a 
little later. 
After the brawl, BG came out 
strong in the third period. 
Dan Price and Curtis Valentine 
scored early in the third period. 
Valentine's came on a nice back- 
hand effort from the slot. 
BG applied heavy pressure 
throughout the rest of the period. 
With a couple minutes left, the 
Falcons    pulled   Savard   but 
couldn't get the fifth goal. 
"I think it motivated us having 
the guys kicked out," Price said. 
"We knew what we had to do and 
we had 20 minutes to do it. We 
just fell short." 
The bottom line is mistakes 
cost the Falcons the game. 
"I think ultimately, again, we 
self-destructed," Powers said. 
"The big mistakes hurt us and 
put us in the hole. When we've 
made them we haven't been able 
to recoup from them. 
"You just can't make mistakes 
like that at this level and expect 
to win." 
:*****:Mc********************^ 
The BG News 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Advertising Club S 
American Marketmg Auocmlon 
Business Fashion Show 
Tues November 18th @ 7:30 
1007 BA 
Evan/one Welcome 
American Marketing Assoc Advertising Club 
CXI Meeting 
Wefl 9 1SO103BA 
Guest Speaker BCI SI 
Everyone welcome 
Congratulations Prout Hall" 
For winning the 1 »97 Haloween Campus 
Residence Hall Decorating Conteatl 
A very good job well done! 
Do you know what to do in an emergency7 
TH HELP ARRIVES 
Thursday. November 20th 
4:30pm 
Student Union-Town Room 
(S 00 per person 
Sign up in 330 Student Union 
Sponsored by UAO 
Questions'Call 372-7164 
Tired of throwing 
I xcrcise 
Attention ad Angel Tree Volunteers' 
K you have already signed up 
please call Amy or Diane (Q> 354-5036 
to confirm you Qmei 
Thanks and Sorry (or the inconwencel 
GET THE SCOOP 
PE SAB presents an information night on 
cooperative learning or classroom manage- 
mentThis Wed. at 7pm. 3rd floor Union 
HSA General Meeting 
FREE FOOD' 
Thanksgiving Theme) 
Monday.Nov I7@9:l5pm 
in The Honors Center 
betow The Sundial 
Interested in tunei and laugh*? 
Mtko Raybum 
Musician and Comedian 
Friday. November 2\ si 
8 00 9:30pm 
Kreischer Sfver River Cafe 
FREE"! 
Sponsored by UAO 
Questions??? Call 372-7164 
I PC CLUB 
Nov 19 @ 7 00pm 
RoomllSBA 
SUEYOUNE 
Talking about co-op's 
& career choces in IPC 
Needed 48 Students to carry 
flags in the BG Unit ol the 
Bowttng Green Holiday Parade 
on Nov. 22. For more info. 
Contact Jeff at Pomter@bgnet.bgsu edu 
by Nov. 20th 
Breakfast will be provided along with 
shuttle service to and from parade site 
Pre-departure Oriental ton 
If you are studying abroad dunng spring se 
metier 1998, please attend one ol the hallow- 
ing sessions: Wednesday, November 19 from 
8 00-10 00pm or Saturday. November 22 from 
I000am-I200 noon Both sessions are m 
1104 Oflenhauer West. Call 372-0309 with 
Questions. 
Student Alumni Association 
E xtern Experience InlormaDve Meeting i 
Tuesday.Nov 18.9 15pm, 101 BA 
Gain practical work experience m your 
major field of studyli 
Study Abroad/Financial AkJ Meeting 
come learn how your financial aid package ap- 
plies to your study abroad expenence. Thts- 
sesson will be held on Thursday, November 
20 from 2:00-3 00pm in the Capital Room in 
the Union. Call 372 0309 with questions.  
Would you like to heip over 900 
truly, needy children? If so become 
an angel tree volunteer" For more 
information please call Amy or 
Diane @ 354-5036 or come to 
the Circle K meeting @ 9 00pm 
Wednesday - Ohio Smie. Union  
SERVICES OFFERED 
QQvAQE 
%ohu*»*cPatatx 
AHemativeCloth«i3 •WinterWear 
• BeadecVHemp Jewelry • Imported Gsau 
• Clove Crsoretles • Incense • Unique 
Candles • Tapestries • Stickers • Posters • 
800* Tees • Patchwork Pants • Hair Glitter 
(90W * si rver) * wide assortment of 
washable colors • Body Punfiers (100% 
9uarantee) Heather - padded wool socks 
•Scented oils & lotions • 
445 E. Woostcr 
(At the railroad tracks) 
Mon-Sat 11:30-9 
Sunday 12-6   354-0176 
^MEDIUM $/T 
>     1 ITEM *T 
75 
PIZZA * / 
I Add Breadsticks 
$225 Mon, Tues, • *":>. ^    w lu a 
;       / \ Wed Only 
U^sorjolb's- | 
;l"TafcZCl    since 1964      ' 
A _  '. 
Open 4pm Weekdays 
FREE DELIVERY j 
352-5166        ! 
EXP. 11-26-97 £ 
EARN EXTRA 
HOLIDAY CASH 
and help same lives 
... donate plasma 
Sera-Care Plasma Center 
2540 DORR ST. • TOLEDO, OH 
531- __ 
Safe & Easy     . .     ' 
Ask about 
Driving Bonus 
Individual Color 
TVs with Cable 
Let Scra-Carc Care about year Holidays become 
elgible for Cash Drawings 
when you donate twice weekly. 
Also ask about how you can help others while 
fundrabing for your organization 
i ICI■:■: BOMS' 
Bring this ad in for an additional $10 Bonus. 
That's $30 on your first donation! 
GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS 
Backpacks. Seeping Dags, hiking boots. 
Waterproof breathable rainwear A skiwear 
tents. Rockohmbing. canoes, kayaks 
Clinics and trips now available 
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd Waterwiie. OH 
(418)8763700 
www meCanoeshop com 
r> 
/ / 
NO LIMIT ' 
HURRY! $ 
/ / 
/ / 
Pregnant?? 
FREE Pregnancy Tests. 
CONF IDE NTIAL and CARING 
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Cor-ic 
PERSONALS 
139 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE 
At Boardwalk Beach Resort 
Panama C ry's Spring Break Headquarters 
Only $39 per person Restrictions apply. 
1-800-224 4853 
—WEASEL — 
Dear Jennifer. 
Congratulations on your new job1 
We all iust wanted to say how proud 
we are of you1 We knew you could do il" 
We will miss you1 
Love. Tony. Angie. Mike. A Shirley 
"•WEASEL— 
1111 Sprng Break Bahamas Parly Cruise' 6 
days $2791 Includes meals, tree parlies! Get a 
group - Go Free' Prices increase soon - Save 
JSO1 spr ngb-eaktravW com 1800-678-6386 
1111 Spring Break Cancun & Jamaica $379' 
Book Early - Save' Get a group • Go Free1 
Panama City $1291 South Beach (Bars Close 
5am) $1291 sprlngbreaktravel.com 
1-800<78<388  
AOIIAOIIAOII 
Hey AOirs 
The Spirit Crew is out m 
lull lorce- wear your letters and 
show how proud you are to be 
AnAOII 
AOIIAOIIAOII 
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER KITS 
Get all the channels only $14 95 
Call 354 9690 
Limited supply Visa/Mastercard Accepted 
INTRAMURAL PRACTCUM APPLICATIONS 
FOB SPRING 1996 ARE DUE PICK UP AP 
PLICATIONS FOR SPORT MANAGEMENT 
AND RECREATION MAJORS IN 130 PERRY 
HOUSE AND RETURN TO THE IM OFFICE 
BY NOVEMBER 25.1997. 
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLI 
CATIONS DUE GET INVOLVED IN INTRA 
MURALS" APPLICATIONS ARE BEING AC- 
CEPTED FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISO- 
RY BOARD FOR SPRING 1998 PICK UP 
APPLICATION IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE 
AND RETURN TO IM OFFICE OF NOVEI* 
BER 17. 1997. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED 
BASED ON A FIRST COME. FIRST SERVED 
BASIS 
SKI KAP' KAPPA SIG - SIG KAP 
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like 10 con 
gratutate Amanda Stengel on her lavaliermg 
10  Kappa  Sigma's   Rick   Mandarine!   Best 
Wishes' 
SIG KAP • KAPPA SIG • SIG KAP 
URGENT! 
Need Graduation Tickets - Will pay 
Call Chris. 3725773 
Want to took thinner a healthier? Winter 
Blahs? Campus Tanning $25/mo. Unlimited. 
352 7889  
We want to adopt a baby. 
Four years ago we were blessed with the adop- 
tion of a beautiful baby boy. Today we hope to 
be |uit as fortunate by locating a mother who 
finds us to be the right family for her baby. My 
husband and I are both artists and own our 
own design business We work at home which 
allows ui tons of time to be together. Our son 
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother 
and asked if he could adopt the baby too. To 
speak to Tom or Deborah call: 
l 888610 2555 
WANTED 
1 Graduation ticket needed 
Call 372 5677 
1 or 2 subleasers 'or Jan. 10 May lor 2 bedroom 
apt on Fourtn Si. Pay only elec bghtsA 
$42£mo Call 352 9758 
« Sublease/ needed lor Spring Semester 
Good location, own bedroom, washer & dryer 
Call 352 3466 Ask for Andrew 
1 Ticket for Dec 20th Graduation 
Will pay (or ticket a phone call 
Tina Pribolski 440-355-6125 
1 to 2 subleasers needed 
Call Chris or Brian @ 352-2472 
3 Graduation tickets lor December 
Will pay cash Call David 970-484-6744 
Desperate (or Graduation Tickets 
Call 353-0247 
Need 2 graduation tickets 
Will pay CaH April at 354-1354 
Need Graduation Tickets. 
Call Mke @ 354-0444 
Need Graduation Tickets 
Call Mike at 354-1292 
Will pay money 
One SuNeaser needed ASAP 
Thru June tor new duplex. Lg kitchervliving 
room and bedroom. Very close to campus. 
353-5144 
Roommates needed now & second semester 
Own Room 
353 0325 
Sublessor needed immediately to Ail one room 
in a two bedroom apt. Rent $258/ mo Only pay 
electricity. Please call 353-0379 
Subleaser Wanted New F razee Apis 
3 bdrm. 2 bath, fireplace. 3 other 
room ales Call (or info. 352-2803 
Subleaser needed Spring Semester. Very 
Close to campus. Cheap rent Call M-ndy @ 
352^627 
Subleasers needed for spring semester 
Perfect local iorvcheap rent 
Call Came 352-8706 
Two subleasers needed 'or Spring. House on 
East Court Street. Close to campus and bars. 
Please call 353-1021.  
WANTED- 
3 DEC. GRADUATION 
TICKETS-Will pay! 
Call Jen 353 7905 
Management Inc. 
215 E. Poe Rd. Studio apt, 
Laundry on site. 230/mo. 
avail. In Jan. call 353-5800 
e^fEfc^A 
Management Inc. 
830 Fourth St, 1 bdrm-gas 
heat A/C starting 
340/mo+elec/gas. Avail. Jan 
Call 353-5800 
CA 
Management Inc. 
Now Leasing for Fall of 
1998!!! Stop by 1045 N. Main 
for a complete listing or call 
353-5800. 
HELP WANTED 
Dancers - Now hiring lor the 
ft Gentlemen's Club m Toledo. 
Trawl A magazine modeling available 
DejaVu 419-531-0079 
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT Discover 
how to work m America's Parks, Forests A 
Wildlife Preserves. Competitive wages * bo- 
nuses! Seasonal/year-round. For employment 
information, call (517) 324-3061 em. NSS441 
Pizza Hut Now Hiring shift managers. Both lo- 
cations. Good pay Benefits Apply in person. 
1502E Woostor  
SEASONAL 
ORDER 
ENTRY 
15 75-M 25.. 
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-time 
Order Entry personnel to input orders into our 
order processing system. Positions are open 
on day, evening, and third shifts during the 
week and on weekends. 4, 6, and 8 hour shifts 
available Must have basic computer and typ- 
ing skills Positions are also open tor clence) 
personnel. Attendance incentives, generous 
employee discount, and professional supervi- 
sion. Apply in person at our corporate offices 
Mon.- Fn. from 9:00am - 7:00pm. M-F Hickory 
Farms. 1505 Holland Rd. Maumee, OH 
43537 EC€ 
HICKORY FARMS 
Toledo Country Club now hinng for pan time 
holiday help Banquet staff, wait staff and bus- 
ser positions available. Above average pay 
rate tor all positions. Scholarship opportunities 
available Day and evening shifts wanted Will 
happily work with class schedules. Apply in 
person or can for more information @ (419) 
362 3416 
VEHCILE AIDE Looking for a career and not 
just a job? Monitoring adults and children while 
In transport with mental retarda- 
tron/developmenial disabilities is a rewarding 
and challenging career opportunity. Sub posi- 
tions available. 7.00am - 900am and 2:30pm - 
4.30pm. Mon. - Fn Salary $6 50 hourly. Eipe- 
rienoa not required Application may be ob- 
tained from the Wood County Board of 
MR/DD, Entrance B, 11160 E Gypsy Lane 
Road. BG 6:00am   4 30pm EOF 
VEHICLE OPERATOR • Looking for a career 
and not just a Job? Providing transportation to 
adults with mental retardat-orvoeveiopmental 
disabilities is a rewarding and challenging ca- 
reer opportunity. Will train to secure School 
bus COL Sub positions available, 7 00am - 
r 9-OOam and 2:30pm - 4*30pm. Mon • Fn 
Salary $9 00 hour. Application may be ob- 
tained (rom the Wood County Board of 
MR/DD Ent B. 11160 Easy Gypsy Lane 
Road. BG 8 00am - 430pm EOE  
Wanted 100 students Lose 8 - 100 lbs New 
metabolism breakthrough. Dr. recommended 
Guaranteed.   $30   cost.   Free   gilt 
1 800 856-0916 
FOR SALE 
'• Small Sub 
'7 Wings 
4 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks/ 
JUST ASK! SPECIAL!   / 
FREE DELIVERY t 
352-5166 
Open 4 pm 
Lunch wMkenda 
/ FHzaSr5^ 
1994 Honda Halm 
(Scooter) For Sale 
Call 3S3-6127 
Computer for Sale 
486 MuioMedia Complete System 
Internet ready $435 
Upright Freezer lor Sale »75 
Bob (jp 669 3393 
For Sale 1990 Honda CIVIC LX 
Very Good Condition. Air. Automatic 
Asking $40000 BO 
418-332*472 after 6 30pm 
Macintosh SE BO MHD with printer $250. Call 
686-8311 
$1000 WEEKLY!! Sufi envelopes at home for 
$2 00 each plus bonuses. FT. P/T  Make 
$800-weekly, guaranteed1 Free suppsee. For 
details, send one stamp to: N-181. 12021 W»- 
shire Blvd. Suite 552. Los Angeles. CA 90025 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. 
Free information Call 410 347-1475.  
Bartender Exp. prat Part-time on a regular 
basis. Apply btwn. 2 8 4. Mon. - Fn. Elks Club. 
200 Campbell Hill Rd.  
CLEVELAND AKRON STUDENTS 
Great Part Time Job Opportunities" 
Home City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and 
EXCELLENT pay for its employees during me 
school year and summer break. 8-40 hours par 
weekJoos average $6 50 10 Or* hour 
Call Brian or Tommy Toll-Free 
800-376-5388 
Please can us dunng your winter break to inter- 
view and apply  
CRUISE SHIP 8 LAND TOUR EMPLOY- 
MENT • Discover how to work m exotic loca- 
tions, meet fun people, while earning a Irving in 
these exciting Industries' For employment in- 
formation, can: 517-336-0571 Ext. CSS441 
fCHOOSE ANY 2 S 
/• 7" 1 Item Pizza     CAD    / 
',• Huge Breadsticks ryjn    ' $4.75; 
Madhatter Music 
Tonighl at Midnight 
New RefcassE by: 
AC/DC-4 CD box set 
Led Zeppelin - BBC 2 cd set 
Meiallica - reload 
Madhatter MUSK 
143E Wooster 
353-3555 
Modest Mouse 
a VeMWn Any OthvOMar. Expires 1201417/ 
"SSSSSSSSSSSSSSX 
November is 
International 
Drum Month! 
50% Ofl] 
50% Off 
all Drum Sets 
in stock 
gum msm 
149 N. Main St 
352-0170 
Mobil Home For Sale- Weston 
14 x 65 Very good condition 
$6900 Owner financing available 
PowerBook 170 8/200/14 4. $565 • tax 
PowerBooK 1708780/14 4. $495 ♦ tax 
Call Paul at 353-7285 
FOR RENT 
1-4 subleasers needed for next semester. 
2 blocks from campus Call 354-2427 
2 bedroom, 1 bath, famished apt. located on 
2nd St Avail tor second semeater. Call 
354-4083 
704 Second Si Newly constructed tg 3 BR 
2bath house, immediate occupancy. Tenants 
pay all utilities, dishwasher provided and laun- 
dry hookups in util room Range and refrigera- 
tor negotiable Deposit $775, rent $775 NO 
PETS1 Call John Newtove Real Estate ai 
354-2260 
Duplex house with 1 bedrroom and yard Sub- 
leaser needed by Dec. 25th. $440 per month 
including a" utilities 353-5266  
Female Subleaser Wanted $>68/mo 
Close to campus Call 353-2191 
Houses & Duplexes for 9e-~99 school year 
1 to 4 person homes available 
12 month leases only starting in May 
Steve Smith 352 8917 (no calls after 8pm) 
Roommates needed now and second semes- 
ter Own room Call 353 0325 
Storage Avail 5x10- 10x30umts. 
Call 354-2260 
Subleaser needed for Spring'98 Furnished ef- 
fiaeny apartment Close to campus, laundry 
faoMies Call Chns ai 352-5642 
Subleaser wanted for spring and summer se 
mesiers 1 bedroom apartment m Hrllsdale 
Compie. $3S0/mo. Call 354-1302 
Subleasers NEEDED Two bedroom (fits two 
to four), two full bath. Dishwasher  Furnished. 
Ceniia. ai'   ejfy3 p4M BWW>  
Sublet. 2 s-de-by-s.de etficiences connected by 
entryway Large storage space Ideal for 2 
Inends but will sublet separately $360 each 
347 N. Mam St. Apt C A D Call 352-0185 
(leave message) 
CALL US! 
353-MEGA 
(6 3 4 2) 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
FREE Delivery or 15 Mm. pid-up 
The Domino's Meal Plan 
Mention this ad when ordering 
LARGE PEP 
$5.99g?i 
One Large One Item Pizza . 
HI I' IMSH $1 00 F.XTKA NOT I 
. M M> WITH AM  0THBI I 
IFFBR   1 XPIHhS l h V* . 
FALCON COMBO 
MEGA DEAL 
$8.99 
Any Size Pizza 
Wilh l'p To 9 Items 
fcXIKA  DOI/Hlb 
1 1 xnus 1 r><* 
$9.99 
One Medium Two hem PIMS. 
Two Coca-Colas A 
One Order of Twisty Bread 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER 
nillK EXPIRES i-A-ih 
DOUBLE LARGE 
$12.994PJ! 
Two Large Two Item 
I 
I 
Pizzas 
M BPDBHSI hXTKA WIT VALID 
-.mi vsroTHetomji 
i Mims 1 f.m 
DOUBLE MEDIUM 
$10.994$ 
T\vo Medium T\vo Icem 
Piz/iis 
XI l-IHSII .1 I XlkA  VII  VAl.ll> 
ItTTHANVOIHtNOrtMl 
AMU. 1 
I 
I M'INI SI. 1 
We accept competitors' coupons 
for like Product & Service 
I I 
